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IntroductIon.

 The world we now live in is being specifically targeted 
so we all conform to one way of thinking, so that we all hold 
the same ideas about; who the good guys are in the world 
and who are the bad guys, what we should all think about 
abortion, homosexuality and women, immigration, race, 
culture, sport, history and just about anything else that may 
be deemed necessary to change our thinking about to bring 
it into line with the cowardly new world of the 21st century 
and beyond. 

 I hope you read this with an open mind, even as a 
Christian, as there are some spectacularly unique angles and 
thoughts about this topic in the following pages.

 This is also not an academic book. Although I have 
read and researched a great deal about this topic here for 
several years as well as discussed it with many people in the 
preparation of this work, I have chosen to keep this book 
in the form of ‘advice’ for my son, in a parental style. But 
you can be sure that behind all the ‘many’s’ ‘somes’ and 
‘fews’ and ‘mosts’ in this book, that a lot of research and 
discussions have preceded this. 

 I have included some internet links in this book. 
Although I am a Christian, not all the links refer you to 
Christian writers or videos. However I have included them 
because the person has accurately described or enlarged upon 
the point I am making. View or read with discretion. 

God bless you. 

Jerry Finch (Europe, May 2016)
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FIrst thIngs FIrst.

Dear son, here is a great mystery or conundrum really 
when we as Christian believers talk about homosexuals. It 
really is very simple and yet at the same time can seem very 
complicated to many people. 

The first thing we should remember is that God loves 
homosexuals. 

He originally created them as male babies born from 
men and women. Without men and women having 
babies, homosexuals would not even themselves exist! 
Homosexuals, Lesbians and the whole Transgender 
Movement do in fact owe an enormous debt of gratitude 
to heterosexuals (men and women) who at the present 
time take their valuable time to make love and produce 
babies; babies from whom thankfully (an absolutely true) 
infinitesimally small minority of the world’s population 
become homosexuals or lesbians, or Transgender people. 
We hear however virtually no thanks at all from the LGBT* 
movement in the 21st century regarding their parents (or 
God) creating them. 

This is highly unfortunate.
* Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, Transgender

Still, God loves them, as they are His creation, and there 
are even some people today who are Christians and yet 
proclaim to be homosexuals; or we should say that the other 
way around also, that there are some homosexuals who 
profess to be Christians, strange as this may apparently seem.
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 Basically we have to be both positive and a bit negative 
about homosexuals.

Positive, because God loves them and if they receive 
Jesus in their lives they are also written in the book of life 
also.  

 
Luke 10:20  Notwithstanding in this rejoice not, that the 
spirits are subject unto you; but rather rejoice, because your 
names are written in heaven.

Negative, because in some ways it seems plain to many 
people who can read and understand plain English that the 
Bible clearly speaks against the actions of homosexuals. 

Well, before we go further we should also explain 
that as of this moment in the world (around 1980-2030), 
homosexual men are generally called ‘gay’ or ‘gays’. 

This English word ‘gay’ in fact for many centuries 
used to primarily mean ‘bright, cheerful’ or even ‘happy 
and carefree’, the primary usage of the English word had 
for centuries a very light and joyful meaning. It was often 
used in great poetry in English literature, of which there are 
almost innumerable examples for those who care to look. 

Gay was even the first given (Christian) name of some 
women and girls in the United Kingdom and perhaps 
elsewhere in the English speaking and Christian world, as 
late as the middle/ or near the end of the 20th century, as 
well as long before, believe it or not! Think about that for a 
few minutes can you? That is a very very very long time.
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Your father even had a girlfriend when he was a teenager 
who is (or was) called ‘Gay’.

(Hello Gay, how are you today? Sorry about the changing 
of your name here for sex between men. How are you? How 
has this changed this life? I would love to hear from you 
about this point.

I feel confident, Gay, that you should have the human 
right to keep your name or sue for compensation for the 
stealing of your name.)

That was her first (Christian) name and not at all an 
uncommon name for women in the Western world! 

Somehow, somewhere and at sometime in the last 40 or 
50 years of my life and by some people, this original word 
‘Gay’ which was primarily and historically used as above for 
its meaning, was hijacked by somebody or somebodies and 
they, (that is some homosexual men) decided it was now to 
be used for homosexual men.  

I don’t know who did this final hijacking of the joyful 
English word, or if it happened in a specific meeting, at a 
party or during a casual conversation, but the word ‘gay’ 
today in the earth you are living in son, now primarily means 
homosexual men. 

I don’t know what happened to my early girlfriend, 
obviously she is the same age as me, and I sometimes 
wonder if she was forced to change her name due to the 
new, shocking-at-the-time to mainstream society, changed 
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meaning of her birth name Gay. I wonder if she did change 
her name or if any financial compensation was paid to her 
by the people who virtually stole her name for themselves? I 
doubt that. 

Whatever happened, she and literally hundreds or 
thousands of other women must have had to continue their 
lives either with the name Gay or change it, (which costs 
money). I am surprised no one has ever mentioned this much 
before. It seems unfair somehow. Obviously there are very 
few or no women born in the western world today with the 
name Gay! You have passed into history, my dear. I’m very 
deeply sorry.

Anyway, be that all as it is, ‘gay’ has primarily now this 
new meaning. Like so many other things in the world, we 
have a word which does not truly represent what people say 
or do. I myself did not understand gay or homosexual people 
until I met many in my travels with my wife and lived with 
some for some considerable time in South America. 

However when you get down to what we, in English, 
call the nitty-gritty, or, the real truth about something, then 
you have to look at details to be able to come to some 
understanding of this or any situation.

Let’s be frank about this: homosexual men for example 
have physical sex with other men. since they don’t have 
vaginas like women they use their penis and put it inside the 
bottom hole (replacing the vagina) or what is called the anus  
of the other man or men they are ‘having sex with’, and 
vice versa. They may also place their penises in each other’s 
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mouths during this act.

This bottom part is where all of us keep what is called 
faeces or dung or the stuff we often call by many other 
names which you must have heard of by now. 

So basically a part of the sex act of homosexual (gay) men 
is to do this to each other and put their penis up or down into 
what would be considered a very dirty area of our bodies. 

I have never understood why ‘gay’ men do this to each 
other. 

Then some of them also mix their holy, life-giving and 
God-given seeds (semen or sperm) into the faeces of another 
man’s’ bottom in their orgasm or ejaculation moment. It 
doesn’t really make sense --why would we take our seeds 
from God and put them in the dung of another man’s bottom 
/ anus?

Apparently, and I have been reliably and personally told, 
this is a great physical feeling. Whatever else happens and 
there is a lot ‘else’ also, because some gay men and because 
they like this feeling of putting something up or down into 
their bottoms they do I am also reliably told also put other 
things (material objects) into their bottoms like anything 
‘long’ like a penis. 

This could be many things, like a banana, cucumber, 
or a pen or even a thin glass (like a wine drinking glass). 
I have heard that very occasionally these items or objects 
sometimes even get stuck up or down there inside the 
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‘receiving’ man’s own bottom and then can’t come out 
because of course they are quite big. Sometimes some 
homosexual men have even had to go to the hospital and 
have an operation to surgically remove these long objects, 
(often at the taxpayers’ expense) and the surgeon would have 
to reach in (wearing surgical gloves of course), and pull 
these items out of the homosexual man’s bottom. Probably 
this is the rare exception though I would imagine, but it does 
happen and it has happened. This doesn’t sound very gay 
at all.

Today in western countries, being ‘gay’ like this and 
having this type of sexual lifestyle is increasingly common. 
Children your age in the teens, and even as young as 5 (or 
even before), and at least by 6 or 7 years old, are being 
taught about it (well of course they are not told about the 
penis in the bottom part, that might be just too sensitive for 
such young minds.) 

In secular state schools in some countries of the western 
world especially, they have special ‘reader books’ with 
cartoons or photos about this supposedly wonderful 
homosexual way of life that all children can choose if they 
want to and perhaps should even be encouraged to choose at 
times. 

 
It is possible that in the future in the western world that 

this lifestyle will be taught as the preferred and best way of 
life to choose as you children get older. Imagine that! 

However most Christians in most countries around 
the entire world still can’t accept that this lifestyle is in 
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fact good or desirable. It’s almost like a spiritual war or 
a battle raging across the world for this so-called ‘right’ of 
homosexual people to be allowed to even marry each other 
like men and women have for thousands of years. 

In most cultures in history, homosexual people in general 
have usually been considered abnormal due to the acts I 
described above. Most men and women of course in history 
and even today prefer to make love and be with a person of 
the opposite sex, just as God originally commanded us to do. 

Genesis 1:26-28  And God said, Let us make man in our 
image, after our likeness: and let them have dominion over 
the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the 
cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing 
that creepeth upon the earth.  27So God created man in his 
own image, in the image of God created he him; male and 
female created he them.  28And God blessed them, and God 
said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the 
earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the 
sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing 
that moveth upon the earth.
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Is It a coIncIdence?

The people who have taken it upon themselves to be 
or want to be leaders of the homosexual people and make 
organizations to represent them, are often quite vocal and 
noisy, frequently aggressive and decidedly belligerent, and 
‘lobby-istic’ in promoting and influencing governments and 
political groups and media and other important people of 
influence to make laws in their favour; to create television 
programs and books and a whole culture which encourages 
this sex act and lifestyle. They often find this lobbying is 
quite successful because a considerable amount of these 
powerful people in media and government are also ‘gay’ 
themselves. 

It may not have been fully understood by many people 
in the Western countries, but homosexual groups and their 
leaders are trying virtually simultaneously to bring in laws in 
Europe, North America (and elsewhere) to enable them to get 
married (even in Christian churches of all places!) and have 
full equal legal rights of marriage just like married men and 
women have had for many thousands of years. 

People who live in the UK for example know that in 
recent years this has been happening in their own society, 
but the general public in the UK may have been completely 
unaware (or far more likely deprived of the information) 
that at the exact time the same push to legalise, or further 
legalise, marriage for homosexuals was happening in three 
or four other countries in Europe, like France, Spain and 
Finland, Ireland, and immediately after the USA and Ireland!
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Obviously this couldn’t have been a coincidence, could 
it?

 
It sounds very much to me like this is well organized and 

synchronized global strategy.

Perhaps if we stood back and looked at the full global 
picture we would realise something far bigger is happening 
than in just one little country. 

People would do well to think about that. But most 
people are not told much about this in the media so they 
don’t know, it sounds a bit secretive to me, or like someone 
doesn’t want us to know too much about these plans all 
happening at the same time.

Probably by the time you grow up, all this could be very 
common, except for the intervention of God and/or others. 

Some western countries are slowly building these 
societies where this may become the normal or perhaps 
even preferred thing. Yet at the same time in other countries 
of Africa or Asia or other developing countries, society in 
general is still against homosexuals and homosexuality. 
In fact in many countries it is against the law to be a 
homosexual, because those governments consider it to be a 
very pernicious act and perverted behaviour. So all this like I 
said is a societal war across the earth as I write in the (rather 
early) first half of the 21st century.

I wonder also at this time if it is a coincidence that 
most of the ‘emerging countries’ of the world whose 
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economies are at least temporarily getting stronger are 
all countries which historically don’t really approve of 
homosexuals, like India, Indonesia, Turkey, Vietnam and 
some others in Africa, while at the same time countries 
who used to be very Christian and which now actively 
promote or accept homosexuality are all in relative 
decline morally and economically. 

This could be an indication of the blessing of God (or not) 
on such countries, although that is hard to say with any full 
certainty, but it is true that this is happening.

You can also look at history and see that the Bible and 
history show that sometimes wherever there has been a 
large amount of homosexuals that the country has suffered 
some form of very exceptionally large ‘natural’ disasters. 
Some people say this is a coincidence and other people say 
this must be a judgement of God. Except for the story of 
Sodom and Gomorrah in the Bible, where apparently God 
destroyed the two cities primarily (but not only) because of 
its homosexual lifestyle, we don’t have any other scriptural 
proof. 

Genesis 19:1-8, 23-25  And there came two angels to Sodom 
at even; and Lot sat in the gate of Sodom: and Lot seeing 
them rose up to meet them; and he bowed himself with his 
face toward the ground;  2And he said, Behold now, my 
lords, turn in, I pray you, into your servant’s house, and 
tarry all night, and wash your feet, and ye shall rise up early, 
and go on your ways. And they said, Nay; but we will abide 
in the street all night.  3And he pressed upon them greatly; 
and they turned in unto him, and entered into his house; and 
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he made them a feast, and did bake unleavened bread, and 
they did eat. 4But before they lay down, the men of the city, 
even the men of Sodom, compassed the house round, both 
old and young, all the people from every quarter:  5And they 
called unto Lot, and said unto him, Where are the men which 
came in to thee this night? bring them out unto us, that we 
may know them.  6And Lot went out at the door unto them, 
and shut the door after him, 7And said, I pray you, brethren, 
do not so wickedly.  8Behold now, I have two daughters 
which have not known man; let me, I pray you, bring them 
out unto you, and do ye to them as is good in your eyes: only 
unto these men do nothing; for therefore came they under 
the shadow of my roof. 23The sun was risen upon the earth 
when Lot entered into Zoar.  24Then the LORD rained upon 
Sodom and upon Gomorrah brimstone and fire from the 
LORD out of heaven; 25And he overthrew those cities, and 
all the plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and that 
which grew upon the ground.

Ezekiel 6:49  Behold, this was the iniquity of thy sister 
Sodom, pride, fulness of bread, and abundance of idleness 
was in her and in her daughters, neither did she strengthen 
the hand of the poor and needy.

2. Peter 2:6  And turning the cities of Sodom and Gomorrha 
into ashes condemned them with an overthrow, making them 
an ensample unto those that after should live ungodly;
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In the Bible we only have this one specific example, but it 
is true without any doubt that the cities of 

San Francisco, 
New Orleans and 
Port Royal and 
Pompeii, 

all had especially large populations of practising 
homosexuals and they all either totally disappeared or were 
subject to some major catastrophes.  

We don’t know for sure if God did that, but it is 
interesting to see that. Certainly people living at the time 
of each of these events commented on that possibility, that 
because they were very largely a homosexual society that 
they suffered these things. 
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the spIrItual sIde.

On another point, we should look at the spiritual side of 
all this for a few minutes: 

Let’s say for example if I had a problem with drinking 
alcohol and I was a Christian, probably some concerned 
brother or sister or my pastor would come and talk with 
me and try to help me quit drinking. If I had a problem as 
a pastor and was a womaniser, some Christian leadership 
would do well to discuss this matter with me, due to the 
admonitions in the Bible against those two things. 

God still loves me and still cares for me, but I would then 
have to make a choice to stop drinking or womanising. If I 
didn’t stop, then I believe if I was warned against those two 
things then God would eventually give me some form of a 
spanking or discipline for them. If I want to please the Lord 
the naturally I would listen, as the Bible says, and desist 
from that behaviour. 

Hebrews 12:5-14  And ye have forgotten the exhortation 
which speaketh unto you as unto children, My son, despise 
not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint when thou art 
rebuked of him:  6For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, 
and scourgeth every son whom he receiveth.  7If ye endure 
chastening, God dealeth with you as with sons; for what 
son is he whom the father chasteneth not?  8But if ye be 
without chastisement, whereof all are partakers, then are ye 
bastards, and not sons. 9Furthermore we have had fathers of 
our flesh which corrected us, and we gave them reverence: 
shall we not much rather be in subjection unto the Father of 
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spirits, and live? 10For they verily for a few days chastened 
us after their own pleasure; but he for our profit, that we 
might be partakers of his holiness. 11Now no chastening for 
the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: nevertheless 
afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness 
unto them which are exercised thereby.  12Wherefore lift up 
the hands which hang down, and the feeble knees;  13And 
make straight paths for your feet, lest that which is lame be 
turned out of the way; but let it rather be healed.  14Follow 
peace with all men, and holiness, without which no man 
shall see the Lord: 

The same thing, simplistically speaking, we can say for 
homosexual Christians. The act and behaviour of this is 
specifically and unequivocally spoken against in the Bible 
several times and if they want to please the Lord if they are 
Christians first of all they would need to take similar steps to 
change in their behaviour. There isn’t any difference in these 
two scenarios.

Many homosexuals like to say that they are ‘born this 
way’ and can’t change. There is no solid scientific evidence 
for this, as much as they like to promote this way of thinking.   

On the contrary, many thousands of homosexuals have 
been changed through prayer and salvation, and you can 
research so many examples of them on the internet etc. 
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My FIrst encounters wIth hoMosexuals.

Homosexuality has been around for many thousands of 
years. It has always had a rough ride in earthly society, while 
at the same time a few societies have embraced this lifestyle 
and had a predominantly homosexual lifestyle as we can see 
in the Bible also. 

More than this though son, is the spiritual side of 
homosexuality:

 Your father first met a homosexual man when I was about 
19 years old in a wood. I was walking in this wood in north 
London (Hampstead, near Bishop’s Avenue), and a middle-
aged man in a shabby coat came past me, he greeted me and 
spoke softly and seemed a bit odd. We got talking and then 
it seemed like he suddenly went into some type of trance 
and I didn’t understand what he was saying. But his face 
became strange and he asked me to suck his penis there in 
the wood. I realised at the time that this was more than just a 
man talking, but rather it was like a spirit. Your father didn’t 
oblige him and I made a hasty exit to the path where I could 
get back home.

(I mention this word ‘suddenly’ because if you look carefully at 
some articles in newspapers or magazines or the Internet about 
first encounters between homosexuals and non homosexuals, or 
even with other homosexuals, you will quite often find this is an 
event that one of the two people initiates ‘suddenly’ which shows 
that (in my mind anyway)it is a ‘lust’ or ‘desire’ that is acted upon 
fleshly impulse). 
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There are no recorded incidents of Jesus meeting any 
homosexuals in the Bible nor of any disciples being one. 
There is absolutely no mention of homosexuals in the 
Gospels.

Many homosexuals throughout the entire world have a 
certain ‘effeminate’ (having characteristics regarded as typical 
of a woman) way of talking, a different and almost female 
body language and eye contact which are usually quite 
different from heterosexual people. 

In western cultures this is now accepted, but as a Christian 
we also have to look at things spiritually. Why is it so many 
homosexual men have almost identical mannerisms, body 
language and speech the world over and having never met 
each other?  (This has existed before the days of the internet 
and modern communications).

Although I couldn’t prove this from the Bible, many 
Christians would consider or believe that this (being 
effeminate) is ‘a spirit which is not from God’ 

1. John 4:1  Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the 
spirits whether they are of God:

Or possibly even a female spirit that has somehow entered 
into the man and to some extent controls him. If this is true, 
and it seems very likely from a spiritual standpoint, as well 
as my own experience over many years), such people (if they 
were Christians) would also need special prayer for what is 
called ‘Deliverance’. 
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People who are open and wish to please the Lord would 
not have a problem with this concept of deliverance, but 
secular and unbelieving people and many homosexuals and 
their leaders, (see later) would be very, (almost violently), 
opposed to this point of view I am suggesting. I believe some 
of them would even be willing to kill me for saying this. I 
have therefore already taken steps of protection.

The best thing to do, my son, with homosexuals is to do 
simply like with any other human, show them God’s love 
through your kindness and give them the word of God. ‘My 
sheep hear my voice’ Jesus said and they will eventually 
follow him, if they are truly His sheep, and not everyone is 
by any stretch of the imagination.    

John 10:27  My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and 
they follow me.

There is so much more that could be said about this topic. 
I have only barely scratched the surface here. 
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who’s a ‘BIgot’ really?
(Definition of ‘Bigot’: a person who is intolerant towards those holding 
different opinions.)

In Western countries if you express opinions now as I 
write this book (either as a Christian or even a person who 
doesn’t believe in God) which is contrary to a homosexual 
lifestyle and the ‘rights’ of men to engage in this kind of 
so-called sex to each other, then at the present time anyway, 
you would be called ‘homophobic’ or a ‘bigot’ which means 
you would be labelled a person who ‘hates homosexuals’ 
and also by inference and implication, you therefore hate all 
other types of people in the entire world because of their skin 
colour, race or attitudes or lifestyles. 

However, billions of people who don’t agree with the 
homosexual lifestyle around the world as well as in the West 
should be equally free to say they don’t agree with it, without 
being called these labelling names, don’t you think? That 
attitude in itself of homosexuals and their supporters seems 
incredibly even more bigoted. 

Here is a simple news article to demonstrate this idea:

The president of the Australian Marriage Forum has called 
on leaders of the same-sex marriage lobby to bring vandalism 
to an end after his medical practice was (physically damaged) 
attacked by (homosexual) vandals on Monday.

Dr David van Gend had returned from an interstate 
trip when he found his Toowoomba medical practice in 
Queensland vandalised in graffiti with the word ‘bigot’, his 
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surname and the anarchy symbol.

As federal Labor pushes for legislative change Dr van Gend 
said opponents of gay marriage like himself are regularly 
targets of vile behaviour.  (and this is true around the globe if 
anyone opposes homosexual agendas).

‘This sort of abuse is experienced by anybody who stands 
against the gay marriage juggernaut,’ Dr van Gend said in a 
statement.

The Australian Marriage Forum has been running a 
campaign against same-sex marriage, warning it would 
eradicate the birth right of children to have a mother and a 
father.

As federal Labor pushes for legislative change Dr van Gend 
said opponents of gay marriage like himself are regularly 
targets of vile behaviour.

‘But usually it is from (internet) trolls online, not vandals 
on the wall of a medical centre,’ he said.

Dr van Gend reported the vandalism to police and called 
on same sex marriage advocates to condemn attacks like 
these.

‘It is time for leaders of the homosexual marriage lobby in 
the parliament, the community and the media to condemn 
this demonising of their opponents,’ he said.  

Dr van Gend said the attack was disappointing, but he 
vows to continue to oppose law change.

‘It is an honour to cop (get/suffer/receive) abuse when you 
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are defending something as important as the life between 
mother, father and child.’

Queensland state director of the Australian Christian 
Lobby, Wendy Francis, showed her support of Dr van Gend 
by tweeting ‘proud to stand with Dr David van Gend in 
Toowoomba. 

One sample comment on this article is: 
‘Their march (gays) is under the banner of tolerance, but 

(if you) question their behaviour and they quickly prove that 
tolerance is a one-way street. Full approval is their only goal. 
Sadly in time the only remaining institution left to speak the 
truth will be the Bible believing church and the full wrath 
of the homoactivists will be focused upon us.’ (end of news 
article)

If the powers of the so-called modern world are behind 
and promoting a certain attitude that they want to force us 
to believe in, they will also lay a guilt trip on the world 
to accept what the vocal minority wants. That’s why we 
have these ‘new’ or regurgitated words at the present time 
like ‘homophobic’, ‘transphobic’, ‘misogynistic’ and also 
even ‘Islamophobic’, because of course the western system 
doesn’t want to offend any Islamist with whom they want to 
get their oil or other business. 

It’s a strange thing though that the one word which is not 
there and is almost never used, is ‘Christophobic’ (even this 
computer dictionary tells me there is no such word!) 
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But that means:   

People who hate Jesus Christ and his earthly 
representatives -the Christians - and who persecute them 
even unto death and who scoff at them in some western 
media at the present time. 

No, no such politically correct word even exists to protect 
Christians at the present time, because it is (unknown to 
most people) in fact on the political agenda to exterminate 
Christianity in the long term, it’s just too much of an 
inconvenient truth. 

So the system can continue doing that as much as they 
can. The devil’s own system as you can see. As Jesus said 
in John 15:19; ‘if you were of the world the world would 
love its own, but because you are not of the world but I have 
chosen you out of the world, therefore the world hates you’ 

Sometimes people who do disagree with homosexuality 
are often targeted by homosexual leaders and their 
organisations for simply saying what has been perennially 
said for many thousands of years regarding this situation. 
Such people frequently receive hateful letters or emails and 
the police sometimes are called to get involved and try and 
find out why some homosexuals or their supporters write and 
say these hateful things. Also, legitimate legally held and 
approved meetings on the subject are frequently violently 
targeted by organised homosexual ‘activists’. We should not 
be fooled that the word ‘activist’ always has a good meaning. 

This is a strange situation indeed. 
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bit.ly/1YIgf1H (one example of hundreds if not 
thousands)

However the homosexual lobby have found ways to 
circumvent all this by convincing politicians all over the 
world that ANY spoken, written and even thought against 
the homosexual lifestyle should be made illegal, and they 
have been remarkably successful with this so far in some 
major western countries. Canada is an ‘excellent’ example 
of this, where it is now illegal to even think thoughts against 
homosexuals. 

‘The Thought Police’ of George Orwell’s ‘1984’ book 
have finally arrived!

bit.ly/1bDKFyX

All I can conclude with in this very simple explanation is 
that ‘In the Beginning God made them male and female’. I 
mean that is very specific in the Bible in the very first book!

If God had wanted homosexuals and homosexuality to 
be accepted by others he would have provided for them in 
some way in His Word, or promoted it in the Word of God, 
or given clear counsel that this is ok to do. He hasn’t done 
this and basically because He hasn’t in our case as Christians 
who wish to follow God’s Word we should steer clear of 
engaging ourselves in this homosexual path way. 

Finally I think it’s worth giving a personal opinion and 
observation. I feel that some or even a lot of people who are 
gay or homosexuals are not really gay. Some of them may 
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have been confused and wished to try it out as it became 
trendy or fashionable, others may have been ‘evangelised’ or 
converted or groomed into it. Some may have been pressured 
into it and some have just experimented in it and got stuck 
there, as it is a spiritual thing we should remember. 

For these people who are just ‘there’ in the homosexual 
movement or in a way of life that somehow they entered, 
for them there is a lot of hope to leave it and I think its 
especially for these people we should pray. 

Some of them anyway seem to be like sheep in the midst 
of hard core reactionary, violent and belligerent wolves. For 
those hard core leaders who I am going to address at the end 
part of this booklet, they are more like the Pharisees of Jesus’ 
day. They know exactly what they are doing.  
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More news FroM around the world.  

Gay marriage will destabilise family life, sociologist 
warns Gay marriage will further destabilise marriage and 
family life in Britain, a leading sociologist has warned 
Parliament.

March 4th 2013.
Dr Patricia Morgan told the House of Commons (UK 

parliament) that same-sex marriage reinforced the idea 
that marriage is irrelevant to parenthood.

This was the principle factor, she said, that has caused 
the collapse in marriage rates between heterosexuals in 
countries where gay marriage had been introduced - as 
well as a sharp rise in cohabitation and the numbers of 
children born out of wedlock.

She said there was no evidence whatsoever to prove 
the (UK) Coalition Government’s assertions that gay 
marriage would bolster the institution. 

She made her claims in a 22-page paper submitted at 
the Committee Stage of the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) 
Bill.

It contained a detailed analysis of marriage trends in 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Spain, Belgium, Canada and 
some U.S. states where gay marriage has been legalised.

“From what we know about demographic trends, it 
is preposterous to argue that people suddenly somehow 
embrace marriage and slow or reverse its decline because 
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homosexuals can have it,” Dr Morgan said.
“We can be certain that same sex marriage will do 

no such thing as encourage stable marriage whether 
for heterosexuals and/or homosexuals. Marriage in 
Scandinavia, Spain, Netherlands and elsewhere [where 
they have embraced same-sex marriage] is in deep 
decline.”

She continued: “Same sex marriage is both an effect 
and a cause of the evisceration of marriage - especially 
the separation between this and parenthood.”

Dr Morgan explained that gay marriage became 
conceivable only in those countries where marriage was 
already in crisis because of soaring “out-of-wedlock 
births and cohabitation rates” and invariably made such 
problems worse.

“As marriage is redefined to accommodate same-sex 
couples, this reinforces the irrelevance of marriage to 
parenthood,” she said.

“Elsewhere, same sex marriage is an instigator for the 
casualisation of heterosexual unions and separation of 
marriage and parenthood.”

She added: “Same sex marriage is more a terminus 
for marriage or ultimate act of dissolution, rather than a 
force for revival.”

The Coalition Government has consistently argued 
that [UK Prime Minister] David Cameron’s controversial 
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gay marriage Bill will have the effect of strengthening all 
marriages by opening it up to same-sex couples.

Last year the Home Secretary, Teresa May, told The 
Daily Telegraph that “homosexuals will be missionaries to 
the wider society and make it (marriage) ‘stronger’”. 

But the research by Dr Morgan, the respected family 
policy analyst who coined the phrase “marriage lite” to 
describe cohabitation, provides hard evidence that in 
fact the opposite is likely to happen.

Spain in particular, she said, saw a “precipitous” 
downward acceleration in the numbers of all marriages 
by a 15,000 a year in first three years that followed 
the legalisation of same-sex marriage by the Socialist 
government in 2005. 

The rate of decline (in Spain) later more than doubled 
to 34,000 fewer marriages a year in between 2008 and 
2010.

Dr Morgan also produced evidence to show that 
heterosexual marriages were less stable in those countries 
where same-sex marriage had been introduced because 
they were expected to conform to the values of gay 
couples whose unions were often open, rather than 
exclusive, and far more likely to break down.

Cohabiting gay couples were 12 times more likely to 
separate than married heterosexual couples, she said.  

Dr Morgan also (successfully) predicted the 
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widespread victimisation of individuals and institutions 
who dared to resist the redefinition of marriage. 

“Some clearly hope that compulsion to perform same 
sex weddings will sever Church and state and further 
push Christianity out of the public arena and, therefore, 
consciousness,” she said.

  
“Undermined and stigmatised for their 

unreasonableness and prejudice, the moral authority of 
religious institutions will further retreat in favour of a 
narrow secular ideology, particularly as sexual behaviour 
at odds with traditional norms is further encouraged and 
advanced.”

The [UK] Prime Minister has faced intense criticism 
from the mainstream Churches and within his own 
Conservative Party for fast-tracking gay marriage 
through Parliament when there was no mandate or 
demand for it.
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other news:

A preacher has won £13,000  (Compensation) from 
Greater Manchester Police, who arrested him after he 
told a gay couple the Bible said homosexuality is a sin. 

A Christian preacher was arrested and imprisoned 
without food and water after he told two gay teenagers 
the Bible says homosexuality is a sin, has won £13,000 
in compensation for poor treatment by police.

John Craven, 57, says he was held by Greater 
Manchester Police after he told the couple ‘God hates sin, 
but he loves the sinner’. (Amazing! A simple Christian 
quotation used in the English Language for hundreds of 
years!)

The young men then kissed in front of him and 
approached (tried to immediately find) a police officer 
and claimed Mr Craven’s comments were ‘insulting’ and 
had caused them ‘harassment and distress.’ 

Mr Craven said he was ‘grabbed roughly by the arm’ 
on suspicion of public order offences and later denied 
food, water and access to medication for his rheumatoid 
arthritis while in custody for 19 hours.

He was later bailed before being told no action would 
be taken against him.

Greater Manchester Police said the detention was 
‘necessary for a prompt and effective investigation’ 
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but Mr Craven sued the force for wrongful arrest, false 
imprisonment and breach of his human rights.

Mr Craven has now been awarded £13,000 in 
compensation in an out-of-court settlement following a 
three-year battle, likely to also cost the taxpayer more 
than £50,000 in legal costs.

The settlement was agreed a few days before the civil 
case was due in court.

Police had arrested him under section 4A of the Public 
Order Act 1986 which criminalises the use of insulting 
words with the intention of causing harassment, alarm or 
distress. If he had been convicted he could have faced up 
to six months jail.

Mr Craven said: ‘I never intended to cause anyone 
harassment, alarm or distress. In fact, quite the opposite. 
I preach the gospel which means good news and the love 
of God for all.

‘The actions of the police have left me feeling nervous 
and anxious. I found the whole episode extremely 
distressing.

‘It appears that the actions of the police were 
calculated to give me and other street preachers the 
impression that we could not preach the gospel in public 
without breaking the law and if we did we would be 
arrested.’
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The incident occurred on September 17 2011 while 
Mr Craven was preaching at his regular twice weekly 
pitch in Market Street.

He was telling a crowd about salvation through Christ 
and quoting:

 John 3:16, which says: ‘For God so loved the world that 
he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him 
shall not perish but have eternal life.’

At 7pm the unnamed +gay couple approached him* 
and asked what he thought of gay people.

(* this is usually the exact same current scenario 
throughout the battle between the LGBT movement and 
Christians). A gay or lesbian couple or individual provokes a 
Christian or Christian company to try to force a reaction from 
them and thereby deliberately goes on to pursue legal action 
against them afterwards!)

(+ it seems the media often globally protects the 
names of these gay people who initiate the legal 
process.)

It’s already happened hundreds or thousands of 
times. Are ‘gays’ peaceful? Not if you look at their almost 
innumerable historical legal records on this. They have in 
fact a specific agenda.

He said it did not matter what he thought, only what 
God believes, telling them: ‘whilst God hates sin He loves 
the sinner’.
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Mr Craven then claimed the teenagers began kissing in 
front of him and taunting him with crude and suggestive 
sexual acts. Shortly afterwards the preacher was arrested.

In his witness statement, Mr Craven said that after the 
police constable dismounted from his horse, he ‘grabbed’ 
him ‘roughly by the arm’ and said that he was under 
arrest for ‘public order offences’.

Mr Craven said: ‘The officer did not ask for my name 
or address. I zremained calm and co-operative even 
though I was being handled very roughly by the police 
officer.’

Mr Craven later told the custody officer that he had 
rheumatoid arthritis for which he takes medicine and 
asked if his medicine could be brought to him - a request 
which he says was ignored.

From the time of his arrest at 7.15pm until midnight 
he was not given anything to eat or drink. 

At 9.30am the following morning after almost 15 
hours, he was finally given a bowl of cereal and a 
microwave meal following a complaint to the police by a 
friend.

Mr Craven was released without charge and given 
police bail to report to the police station at a later date. 
He subsequently received a letter confirming that there 
was no ground for bringing a case against him.
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Mr Craven won his damages under the Human 
Rights Act quoting his entitlement to enjoy the freedom 
to manifest his religion (Article 9) and freedom of 
expression, including the freedom to impart information 
and ideas without interference by a public authority 
(Article 10).+

Colin Hart, Director of The Christian Institute which 
funded Mr Craven’s case said: ‘Nobody should face 19 
hours in custody for simply answering a question about 
their beliefs.

‘The disgraceful way in which Mr Craven was treated 
fell well below what the public deserve. In terms of the 
infringement of religious liberty, it was one of the worst 
cases we have ever dealt with. 

‘Freedom of expression is a very basic human right. 
The very foundations of our liberty depend upon it. I 
hope that Greater Manchester Police learn lessons for the 
future from this case and make every effort to ensure that 
it never happens again.

‘I am delighted for Mr Craven that a settlement has 
been reached.’

(Hundreds or even thousands of other similar 
examples of mistreatment of Christians in the west on 
this topic are available at the present time of writing this 
chapter. Simply research for yourself).
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FInally: to you leaders oF the 
hoMosexual organIsatIons:

On behalf on my beloved Christian son who is very young 
and who doesn’t know the full depravity of your collective 
ways of life and sex in peoples’ anuses and the sex some 
homosexuals even have with animals and children, and as 
well as on the behalf of all Christians in the future, I would 
like to state the following to you Lesbian, Gay Bi-sexual and 
Transgender ** leaders:      

**(LGBT: Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, Transgender.)

By deliberately (in a knowledge of the word of God which 
you have always before you, and because many people have 
told you of it) yet simultaneously trying to enforce your 
agenda on ALL the nations of the world, or as many nations 
as you think you can succeed in, you are in fact also showing 
yourselves to be specifically Islamophobic, anti-Semitic 
(for religious Jews) and Christo-phobic, or more commonly 
known as ‘Anti-Christ’. 

You are seriously offending millions of people across 
this planet, not even only those who have strong religious 
beliefs, whom you love to describe as ‘bigots’. 

What do you even think about that? Not much from 
what I can see. You don’t seem to understand that you are 
offending MILLIONS IF NOT BILLIONS OF PEOPLE! 
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stop! rIght here! 

AND THINK ABOUT THIS WHILE THERE IS ANY 
HOPE FOR YOU!  Tomorrow will definitely be too late for 
you. 

The truth is you are some of the world’s greatest historical 
and present day ‘bigots’; some of the most prejudiced, 
unthankful and bitter people, who have a myriad of other 
problems also, which is clearly available to see on the 
internet, (for anybody who sincerely wishes to research this) 
and through many other sources. 

And those who know about you in areas that matter, (like 
the USA police, western health professionals and sincere 
western and other social workers), they know that you have 
higher crime rates, mental problems, and suicides above 
nearly all other subcultures, in the western world.  

You are much more likely to change sexual partners and 
spread disease. Yet this is the way of life you are trying your 
damndest to suck us all into, like a great black-hole vortex! 

You brag so much about how you are persecuted and 
compare yourselves in your sophisticated cleverly spun 
messages to the American civil rights movement and other 
righteous struggles. Yet it is actually you who deliberately 
and systematically persecute others by foisting your views 
on the vast majority of us, who do not share your historically 
illegitimate views. 

In fact it is well recorded that some of the ultimate goals 
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of some homosexuals is to be able to have sex not only 
with each other, but also children and animals at any time 
you wish. You are like the Pharisees of Jesus time who he 
denounced in Matthew chapter 23. For those of you who 
think this is ‘rubbish’ you should read that chapter and apply 
it to yourselves, it fits you very accurately. 

bit.ly/1QSNwCf 

You, homosexual leaders, like to hide all this under the 
innocuous title of ‘gay’. You are just about the ultimate 
masters of deception, exactly like Goebbels, Hitler’s 
propaganda minster was. 

Like Goebbels, you are out to take over all aspects 
of a country’s life whether it be Press, Radio, Movies, 
Theatre, Music, Literature (especially influencing the 
very young), or any form of publishing in general. 

I know most of you homosexual leaders won’t wake up to 
this because homosexuality or Sodomy in its severe stages 
like you leaders generally are is just the final step before 
being totally ‘reprobate’. 

Romans 1:28  And even as they did not like to retain God 
in their knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind, 
to do those things which are not convenient;

 ‘Reprobate’ represents the point of no return of God’s 
mercy on you. 

When we think about it, isn’t it the height of arrogance 
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that you homosexuals and the whole LGBT movement were 
all born as a result of men and women having sex. You 
would not even exist otherwise! Yet you feel free and at least 
for the time being, unrestrained to criticise those who stick 
to their heterosexual lifestyles. I would think that, to any fair-
minded person, who truly understood what you are doing on 
this earth today, that this would clearly show that ‘something 
is seriously wrong’ with you. 

Nevertheless for my son’s sake and all those parents 
and millions of other fair-minded people who wonder 
about you, let it be said: ultimately your persecution of us 
Christians (and other Monotheistic religions, like Islam and 
Judaism) and your tireless promotion of your agendas on 
many nations are doomed to failure. This will be a day of 
rejoicing for the world in the future.

You, who have hijacked the word ‘gay’ and have even 
hijacked the ‘rainbow’ (of all things!) to use in your rainbow 
flag. What a misleading symbol that is! How seductive to the 
majority of people who don’t really know what you do. The 
implied meaning is that we are all different like the shades 
of the rainbow, that together we all make the rainbow or 
society. How deceptive!

God even created the rainbow originally, I mean 
have you actually checked in with God if it’s ok to use His 
rainbow for your iniquity? No I didn’t think so! It’s God’s 
copyright! There are copyright laws in the spirit world you 
will have to account for one day!! The price is quite high. If I 
were you I would stop using it. 

Yet you have hijacked it from where it is often used not 
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only originally from the Bible, its greatest original source, 
but also as a positive symbol and from children’s books, and 
used in so many other beautiful and positive thoughts! How 
diabolically clever some of you are. Gay is the same isn’t it? 
The original meaning of ‘Happy or joyful’, nothing wrong 
with that, is there? I wonder what other symbol or word is 
next on your list to appropriate? Let the bookmakers bet on 
that! 

 
I hope that one day when people think of you homosexual 

militants, or so-called misnamed ‘activists’, they should 
think of people who are militant, bigoted, and aggressive and 
have almost no conscience.

1. Timothy 4:2  Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their 
conscience seared with a hot iron;

And I suppose this one below is the ultimate stealth hijack 
of the rainbow by homosexuals in human terms. Hijacking it 
from American soldiers who died in combat.  
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Hijacking God’s rainbow everyday. More angry homosexuals. 

We are supremely sorry we are at the present time unable to print all 
these photos in colour, but we know that you will understand. Perhaps in 
the future. 

In the final analysis, the world will look back one day 
perhaps far in the future and see how deceived the secular 
western world was in the late 20th and through the early to 
mid-21st centuries by your own diabolical selves. 

What toxic people you really are to strategically attack the 
world with your darkness. One day you will go in to God’s 
great ugly trash bin of man’s history and ‘be remembered no 
more’. Thank God.
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However until that glorious day which will undoubtedly 
come I can also foresee a day in the next few decades hence 
where your thoughts will permeate many more countries. 

Raising the possibility that your doctrines of sodomy, 
buggery and sex with animals and very young children 
will have become the norm. Other ‘normal’, ‘straight’ or 
heterosexual’ people or ‘breeders’ as some of you still like 
to call Heterosexuals, and yes, I have done my homework, 
will be tolerated only in the sense that you permit them to 
live to ‘breed’ others who can then become followers of your 
ways. I can foresee that day, or something like it coming not 
too far on the horizon of the decadent west and a few other 
countries, the way you are ‘succeeding.’

bit.ly/VzbYTp 

bit.ly/1Xu0zhe

bit.ly/1RF1aIR 

dailym.ai/24VTAUa 

Rom 1:22-32 Professing themselves to be wise, they became 
fools,  23And changed the glory of the uncorruptible God 
into an image made like to corruptible man, and to birds, 
and fourfooted beasts, and creeping things. 24Wherefore 
God also gave them up to uncleanness through the lusts of 
their own hearts, to dishonour their own bodies between 
themselves:  25Who changed the truth of God into a lie, and 
worshipped and served the creature more than the Creator, 
who is blessed for ever. Amen. 26For this cause God gave 
them up unto vile affections: for even their women did 
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change the natural use into that which is against nature:  
27And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of 
the woman, burned in their lust one toward another; men 
with men working that which is unseemly, and receiving 
in themselves that recompense of their error which was 
meet.  28And even as they did not like to retain God in their 
knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate mind, to do 
those things which are not convenient;  29Being filled with 
all unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness, covetousness, 
maliciousness; full of envy, murder, debate, deceit, malignity; 
whisperers,  30Backbiters, haters of God, despiteful, proud, 
boasters, inventors of evil things, disobedient to parents,  
31Without understanding, covenant-breakers, without 
natural affection, implacable, unmerciful:  32Who knowing 
the judgment of God, that they which commit such things are 
worthy of death, not only do the same, but have pleasure in 
them that do them. 

Goebbels:  equal to today’s homosexual ministry of 
truth? 

The role of the new ministry, which took over palatial 
accommodation in the 18th-century Leopold Palace 
on Wilhelmstrasse, just across from Hitler’s offices in 
theReich Chancellery, was to centralise Nazi control 
of all aspects of German cultural and intellectual life, 
particularly the press, radio and the visual and performing 
arts.[95] On 1 May, Goebbels organised demonstrations 
and parades to mark the “Day of National Labour,” 
which preceded the Nazi takeover and destruction of the 
German trade union movement. By 3 May, he was able to 
boast in his diary: “We are the masters of Germany.”[96] 
On 10 May, he supervised an even more symbolic event 
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in the establishment of Nazi cultural power: the burning 
of up to 20,000 books by Jewish or anti-Nazi authors in 
the Opernplatz (now Bebelplatz) next to the university.
[97]

The hegemonic ambitions of the Propaganda Ministry 
were shown by the divisions Goebbels soon established: 
Press, radio, film, theatre, music, literature, and 
publishing. In each of these, a Reichskammer (Reich 
Chamber) was established, co-opting leading figures 
from the field (usually not known Nazis) to head each 
Chamber, and requiring them to supervise the purge of 
Jews, socialists and liberals, as well as practitioners of 
“degenerate” art forms such as abstract art and atonal 
music.[98] The respected composer Richard Strauss, 
for example, became head of the Reich Music Chamber. 
Goebbels’ orders were backed by the threat of force. The 
many prominent Jews in the arts and the mass media 
emigrated in large numbers rather than risk the fists of 
the SA and the gates of the concentration camp, as did 
many socialists and liberals. Some non-Jewish anti-
Nazis with good connections or international reputations 
survived until the mid-1930s, but most were forced out 
sooner or later.[citation needed]

Control of the arts and media was not just a matter of 
personnel. Soon the content of every newspaper, book, 
novel, play, film, broadcast and concert, from the level 
of nationally-known publishers and orchestras to local 
newspapers and village choirs, was subject to supervision 
by the Propaganda Ministry, although a process of self-
censorship was soon effectively operating in all these 
fields, leaving the Ministry in Berlin free to concentrate 
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on the most politically sensitive areas such as ensuring 
that both major newspapers, and the new far-reaching, 
instantaneous state radio presented the unified Nazi 
worldview. In his 1933 speech, “Radio as the Eighth 
Great Power” Goebbels said:

“We .. intend a principled transformation in the 
worldview of our entire society, a revolution of the 
greatest possible extent that will leave nothing out, 
changing the life of our nation in every regard ...

(and this above record seems almost exactly a parallel 
to the worldwide attempt to foist the homosexual agenda 
on the planet Earth in the early 21st century) 

New research on same-sex households reveals kids do 
best with mom and dad. 

Mothers and fathers bring unique and complementary 
gifts to their children. Contrary to the logic of same-sex 
marriage, the gender of parents matters for the healthy 
development of children. 

We know, for example, that the majority of incarcerated 
men did not have their fathers in the home. Fathers by their 
nature secure identity, instil direction, provide discipline, 
boundaries, and risk-taking adventures, and set lifelong 
examples for children. 

But fathers cannot nurture children in the womb or give 
birth to and breast-feed babies. Mothers nurture children 
in unique and beneficial ways that cannot be duplicated by 
fathers.
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It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to know that men and 
women are anatomically, biologically, physiologically, 
psychologically, hormonally, and neurologically different 
from each other. 

These unique differences provide lifelong benefits to 
children that cannot be duplicated by same-gender “legal” 
parents acting out different gender roles or attempting to 
substitute for the missing male or female role model in the 
home.  

In effect, same-sex marriage not only deprives children 
of their own rights to natural parentage, it gives the state the 
power to override the autonomy of biological parents, which 
means parental rights are usurped by the government.

bit.ly/1pCwl0S 

bit.ly/1M6sVgV  

February 27, 2015 (ThePublicDiscourse.com) -- A 
new study published in the February 2015 issue of the 
British Journal of Education, Society, and Behavioural 
Science appears to be the largest yet on the matter 
of same-sex households and children’s emotional 
outcomes. It analyzed 512 children of same-sex parents, 
drawn from a pool of over 207,000 respondents who 
participated in the (US) National Health Interview Survey 
(NHIS) at some point between 1997 and 2013.

Results reveal that, on eight out of twelve 
psychometric measures, the risk of clinical emotional 
problems, developmental problems, or use of mental 
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health treatment services is nearly double among those 
with same-sex parents when contrasted with children 
of opposite-sex parents. (Why do we almost never hear 
about this in mainstream media?)

The estimate of serious child emotional problems in 
children with same-sex parents is 17 percent, compared 
with 7 percent among opposite-sex parents, after 
adjusting for age, race, gender, and parent’s education 
and income. Rates of ADHD were higher as well—15.5 
compared to 7.1 percent. The same is true for learning 
disabilities: 14.1 vs. 8 percent.

There is no equivalent replacement for the enduring 
gift to a child that a married biological mother and 
father offer. It’s no guarantee of success. It’s not always 
possible. But the odds of emotional struggle at least 
double without it. Some critics might attribute the 
emotional health differences to the realities of “adoption 
by strangers,” but the vast majority of same-sex couples 
in the NHIS exhibited one parent with a biological 
relationship with the child.
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the hoMosexual agenda. 

(As understood so far in the first 15-20 years of the 
21st Century)

The homosexual agenda often follows this order: and 
this is almost exactly how it historically operates.

• Gay marriage legalized--forcing gay marriage on the 
people (nation). (This means you and me as individuals, even 
if we don’t want it.) 

• Non discrimination laws (enforced on every business 
and individual in the country) (very successful so far!)

• Religious charities forced to close down. (All 
catholic adoption charities have closed after hundreds of 
years of valuable social service to children), that’s criminal!!    

• Intense propaganda in schools. 
• Gay on gay violence is common, money is set 

aside in some U.S.A legislatures simply to deal with this 
problem.  This should wake us all up! 

• Imposing acceptance of trans-genderism. The devil 
would love to confuse us even about our sex! You will notice 
nearly all these cases deal with the very young. 

• Imposing cross dressing workshops in schools 
and transgender toilets so all children use the same toilet 
facilities! This homosexual edict issued some years ago has 
even reached my small village in the UK.

See the following and thousands more like this below. 

Spend a day studying all this and its supporting links and 
I think it will not be enough!
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bit.ly/1P4Raa1    
  
bit.ly/227so5K  

We really should know your individual names.  Who 
are you?

 Who are you in fact before the world?  You who are 
trying to completely change the world with your diabolical 
ideologies? 

We have a ‘right’ to know your individual names. Why 
are they so hard to find out the main leaders of the main 
homosexual groups? 

We have the right (in the western world) to protest 
against you. I am sure there are some people who would like 
to know this information. Who are you? Where do you live? 

The sane world will eventually defeat your ideology, 
for the same reasons it eventually defeated the Soviet 
Communist because it realised they were in fact ‘an 
ideology’. So today, dear homosexual leader, we don’t want 
your diabolical ideology, and eventually, despite your short 
term seeming success, you will be defeated. I can only 
breathe, along with millions of others, a collective sigh of 
relief. It’s only the delusion you have foisted upon some 
western governments that has nourished you so far. Praise 
God your end is coming soon! 
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Other internet links:

bit.ly/1gdasAR

bit.ly/1DB5xCd 

bit.ly/1TBMhwZ

bit.ly/1RdlHnh

bit.ly/1Md4yZO 

bit.ly/227sxGy 
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OTHER BOOKS BY JERRY FINCH INCLUDE:

1. ‘PIECES OF CHINA’.  A ‘Foreigner’s introduction 
to China and the Chinese society’. 240+ pages. A secular 
book with a strong Christian witness. £9.99 including global 
postage. (available on Amazon Kindle also).
(Published in 2008).  

2. ‘SHAKE OFF THE DUST’.  (September 2015) An 
amazing book of true stories and miracles from 30 years 
of being a missionary. Part autobiography.  We have had 
an enormous positive feedback from this book. ‘This is 
an important and inspirational book for the 21st century’. 
Available on Amazon Kindle and also privately in paperback 
from the author. Paperback is £10.99 including global 
postage.

3.‘WHAT I WOULD TELL MY SON’. (Part one).
(DUE TO BE PUBLISHED IN Spring 2018), God 

willing.
This book includes chapters on:
Islam, Homosexuality, Money, History, Security, Respect, 

Friends, Taxes, Women (includes marriage/who to marry), 
Confidential Advice and more.

12 very hot chapters concerning advice that are important 
to pass on to our young sons (and daughters) for their future 
in this world. This book is fantastic for any Christian or 
Christian parent or any Truth-hungry person.  
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4. ‘GOLD IN THE FISH! DIAMONDS ON THE 
STREET!  

(DUE TO BE PUBLISHED IN Autumn 2017.) God 
willing. 15 Life-Changing sermons for today’s world! 

If you would like a paperback copy of any of the presently 
available books listed above, please email the author directly 
at jerryfinch8@hushmail.com Include your address and 
email and full name. Payment details will be sent to you 
and delivery will usually take about 3 working days upon 
confirmation of payment. 

E-mail Jerry Finch directly at: jerryfinch8@hushmail.com 
as long as he is alive and we use things called the internet 
and email! 
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HOW TO KNOW JESUS

Obviously this book has been written with Christians 
in mind. But if you are reading this and you don’t know 
whether or not you know Jesus, nor understand what He has 
done for you, then it is easy to receive Him into your life as I 
did when I was a young man.  

Choosing to receive Jesus Christ as your Lord and 
Saviour is really the most important decision you’ll ever 
make!

The Bible says: Romans 10:9,10 “That if thou shalt confess 
with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine 
heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be 
saved. For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness; 
and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation”. 

Romans 10:13 “For whosoever shall call upon the name of 
the Lord shall  be saved”.

By His grace, God has already done everything to provide 
salvation. Your part is simply to believe and receive.

You can do this by praying out loud this sincere prayer:

Jesus, I confess that You are my Lord and Saviour.
I believe in my heart that God raised You from
the dead. By faith in Your Word, I receive your salvation  

     now. Thank You for saving me. Amen 
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The very moment you commit your life to Jesus Christ, 
the truth of His Word instantly comes to pass in your spirit. 
Now that you’re born again, there’s a brand-new you, as 
the Bible says: 2 Corinthians 5:17 ‘Old things have passed 
away and behold all things are become new!’

Receive The Holy Spirit

As His child, your loving heavenly Father wants to give 
you the supernatural power you need to live this new life.

The Bible says: Luke 11:10-13 For every one that asketh 
receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and to him that 
knocketh it shall be opened...how much more shall your 
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that ask him?

All you have to do is ask, believe, and receive!
You can simply and sincerely pray this prayer:

Father, I recognize my need for Your power to live this   
     new life. Please fill me with Your Holy Spirit.

By faith, I receive it right now. Thank You for baptizing      
     me. Holy Spirit, You are welcome in my life.

Congratulations—now you’re filled with God’s 
supernatural power.

Some syllables from a language you don’t recognize will 
rise up from your heart to your mouth. (1 Cor.14:14.) As you 
speak them out loud by faith, you’re releasing God’s power 
from within and building yourself up in the spirit. (1 Cor. 
14:4.) You can do this whenever and wherever you like.
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It doesn’t really matter whether you felt anything or not 
when you prayed to receive the Lord and His Spirit. If you 
believed in your heart that you received, then God’s Word 
promises you did.

“Therefore I say unto you, What things soever ye desire, 
when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have 
them” (Mark 11:24). 

Find and read a Bible as soon as you can in order to grow 
in this new love and power of God. Try and find others who 
have experienced the same. God will guide you as you ask 
Him. 
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Pricing:

The price for this book is £5.99 (including postage) to any 
UK destination, or £8.99 (including postage)  to any global 
destination. Generous Discounts available for large orders.

Email us at: jerryfinch8@hushmail.com
 
Please include your address and email and full name. 

Payment details will be sent to you and delivery will 
usually take about 3 working days upon confirmation of 
payment. 

Please note: 
Any harassment emails about this topic sent to our e-mail 

address or by any other form of communication with us, will 
be immediately turned over to our local judicial authorities, 
complete with the sender’s digital details and criminal action 
will be pursued if possible.
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